
Lesson 6 – Use Case  

Chapter 6B – Preparing and Pivoting Data | 10 Minutes 

Lesson Objectives 

In this Chapter, you will: 

• Create a new dataset for the Transactions data 

• Remove test transactions 

• Standardize data values (product names) 

• Compute actual product price (based on discount) 

• Learn how to use the Pivot transformation 
 

YOUR GOAL: You will practice some of the techniques you learned in the previous lessons by 
applying them to the Use Case dataset 

1. Add a new dataset to the Training flow. 

Create a new dataset using the following information: 

• Dataset Name: 2010 Transactions 

• Dataset Description: Use Case 

• Source: lab_2010_transactions.csv 

 

2. Remove dummy data. 

Since this company sells online subscription products, 
the website sends a test transaction of $0.01 to validate 
that a customer’s credit card is valid. Test transactions 
are recorded in the database and appear in the 
transactions file. You need to remove these 
transactions so they don’t distort your analysis. 

HINT: Use column histogram selections to identify 
the dummy data and remove them from the dataset. 

delete row: (0 <= 

ticket_price) && 

(ticket_price < 1) 

3. Standardize product names. 

After 2011, the company renamed the subscription 
products. To maintain consistency between the 
transactions files from each year, you need to replace 
the old product names with the new product names.  

Make the following adjustments to the values in the 
product column: 

• basic needs to change to silver 

• deluxe needs to change to gold 

HINT: Selecting bars in the column histogram will 
generate conditionals. 

set col: product value: 

if(product == 'basic', 

'silver', product) 

 

set col: product value: 

if(product == 'deluxe', 

'gold', product) 



4. Determine the real price for each product. 

The real price for each product is a combination of the 
list price and the discount. You need to create a new 
column that contains the actual charge for each 
transaction. 

We know that the company only ever offers discounts 
that are either 5%, 10%, or 20% off the list price. This 
means that we can use a nested If function to 
hardcode the appropriate decimal values for each 
discount. 

The following mathematical formula can be used to 
compute the price after a discount:  

list price * (1 - discount) 

HINT: You will need multiple steps to accomplish 
this task.  

First convert the values in the discount column to 
decimals using a set function and a nested If 
function in the formula box. For instance, 5% 
should be converted to the decimal value 0.95.  

Then, use math to derive a new column that 
contains the adjusted price. 

set col: discount value: 

if(discount == '5%', 0.95, 

if(discount == '10%', 0.9, 

if(discount == '20%', 0.8, 

'1'))) 

 

derive value: ticket_price * 

discount as: 

'adjusted_price' 

5. Pivot the data to view the product column 
horizontally. 

The pivot transform creates a new column for each 
unique value in a column and aggregates the results.  
For this example, we want to view a sum total for the 
adjusted price for each product category and discount 
level.  
 
Choose the Pivot transforms in the transformation box.   
 
In the Column box, let’s choose to pivot on the product 
column.  This will show each product category as a 
column header (Silver, Gold, Platinum). 
 
In the formula box, let’s do a Sum of the 
adjusted_price column.  Notice in our preview how out 
data is starting to take shape.   
 
Let’s add another Function to our pivot.  In the next 
Functions box choose Count().  This represents how 
many records there are for each product.  In the 
preview, we see there are 394 total Gold records. 
 
Finally, let’s group by the discount column. In the 
Group by box choose the discount column.  Now we 
can see the total price received in each product 
category by the discounted price the customer received 
and how many gold customers received discounts. 
 

pivot col: product value: 

sum(adjusted_price),count() 

group: discount 



For example, 363 gold customers paid just over $5400 
and received no discount.  15 gold customers received 
a 10% discount (0.90) and paid just over $200 in total. 
 
Click undo to remove the pivot from our recipe. 

6. BONUS: There are multiple ways to use Trifacta to 
calculate the discount. If you have spare time, 
experiment and see if you can discover other 
methods. 
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